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Rotating Machinery Sectional Committee, ETD 15

FOREWORD

This Indian Standard ( Second Revision ) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the
draft finalized by the Rotating Machinery Sectional Committee had been approved by the
Electrotechnical Division Council.

This standard was first published in 1956 and revised in 1965 to incorporate the prevalent practices
applicable to motors rated voltage up to 11 kV and having outputs from 60 kW to 250 kW.

The second revision incorporates some of the additions like handling and storage of motors,
’ temperature rise, etc. Opportunity has also been utilized to update the references wherever

applicable. _ -

Apart from the information concerning installation and maintenance of motors, this standard also
gives additional information regarding selection of various types of drives avail,able  for transmission
of power from the motor shaft to the driven machine.

This standard is intended to serve as a ‘guide to installation engineers, contractors and users of
electric motors. It has been drawn up in a somewhat more detailed manner than the corresponding
standards in other countries in the hope that it would be of greater use to all those concerned in the
use, installation and maintenance of electric motors to ensure best possible service under conditions
generally obtaining in this country.

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the
final value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test or analysis, shall be rounded off in
accordance with 1s 2 : 1960 ‘Rules for rounding off numerical values ( revised)‘. The number of
significant places retained in the rounded off value shall be the same as that of the speafied value
in .this standard.

  
  

 



,L IS900:  1992

Indian Standard
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR INSTALLATION AND

MAINTENANCE OF INDUCTION MOTORS
( Second Revision )

1 SCOPE

1.1 This standard covers installationand maintenance
of three-phase induction motors convered by IS 325 :
1978 ‘Three-phase induction motors (fourth
revision  )‘, and equipment generally associated with
such motors operating at voltages up to 11 kV.

1.2 Commutator motors and flameproof motors and
their associated equipment are outside the scope of this
standard.

2 REFERENCE STANDARDS

The Indian Standards listed in Annex A are necessary
adjuncts to this standard.

3 TERMINOLOGY

3.0 For the purpose of this standard, the following
definitions shall apply.

3.1 Induction Motor

An alternating-current motor without a commutator,
in which one part only, either the rotor or the stator,  is
connected to the supply network, the other working ty
induction.

3.2 Slip-Ring Motor

An induction motor, the stator  of which is fed by
the supply network, the winding of the rotor being
connected to slip-rings.

3.3 Squirrel-Cage Motor

An induction motor in which the rotor windings
comprise bars in a laminated core with their ends
short-circuited by end rings.

3.4 Direct-on-Line Starting

A method of starting, applicable to three phase
squirrel-cage motors, by connecting the motor directly
to the supply, the connections of the motor remaining
the same as in the running position.

3.5 Star-Delta Sturtiag

A method ofstartingapplicable to three-phase squirrel
cage motors connected in delta under normal working
conditions; it consists in connecting the three-phases
temporarily in star connection while starting.

3.6 Auto-Transformer Startiug

A method ofstartingapplicable to three-phase squirrel
cage motor, by connecting the three-phases tempo-

rarily through an auto-transformer so as to reduce the
applied voltage at the time of starting.

3.7 Resistance Starting

A method of starting applicable mainly to slip-ring
motors, whereby a variable resistance is inserted inthe
rotor circuit at starting which is gradually cut out.
Sometimes, resistance is inserted in the statorcircuit of
squirrel-cage motor to reduce the starting current to
some desired value.

NOTE - The resistance in the rotor circuit is not necessarily in
series with the rotor  winding. In case of delta-connected rotor,
resistance is in fact in parallel with the rotor winding.

3.8 Flameproof Enclosure

An enclosure for electrical machinery or apparatus
that will withstand, when the coven or other access
doGrs  are properly secured, an internal explosion of the
flammable gas or vapour which may enter or which
may originate inside the enclosure, without suffering
damage and without communicating the internal flam-
mation  (orexplosion) to the external flammable gas or
vapour in which it is designed to be used, through any
joints or other structural openings in the enclosure.

NOTE - The term ‘flameproof’ as used here is synonymous with
the ter  ‘explosion-proof’ as used in the USA or ‘explosion proof

‘Ype - d protection’ used in Germany and other continental
countries.

3.9 Circuit-Breaker

A mechanical switching device having two positions
of rest and capable of making, carrying and breaking
currentsundernormalcircuitconditionsandalsounder
pre-determined conditions carrying for a given time
and breaking currents under abnormal circuit condi-
tions, such as those of short-circuit.

3.10 Starter

A device (or assembly of devices) designed for starting
a motor or controlling an apparatus.

3.11 Controlling Device

A device to actuate the starter, such as a push button.

3.12 Isolator (Disconnector)

A device used to open (or close) a circuit when either
negligible current is interrupted (or established), or
when no significant change in the voltage across the
terminals of each pole of the isolator occurs in the open
position, it provides an isolating distance between the
terminals of each pole.
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NOTES

1 Negligible currents imply currents, such as the capacitance
currents of buahings.busbars, connections, very short lengths of
cables and currents of voltage transformers and, devices. The
manufacturer may give information concerning the ability of
isolators to make and break small inductive and capacitive
currents.

2 There are isolators whose fixed and moving contacts of each
pole are not fixed on a common base or frame. In this case,
special instructions for the erection may be necessary to secure
the isolating distance.

3.13 Under-Voltage Release

A release which permits a mechanical switching
device to open or close with without delay when the
voltage across the termimls of the release falls below
a pre-determined value.

3.14 Over-Current Release

A release which permits a mechanical switching
device to open with or without delay when the current
in the release exceeds a predetermined value.

3.15 Interlocking Device

A mechanical, electrical or other device which makes
the operation of an apparatus dependent on the state or
the -position of one or more devices other than the
controlled apparatus.

3.16 Medium Voltage

~y voltage normally exceeding 250 volts and not
‘normally exceeding 650 volts.

4 EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

4.1 The electrical engineer responsible for the instal-
lation of equipment covered by this code shall be
informed, by the persons requiring the equipment,
as to its exact duties and the location and conditions
under which it is expected to operate. This information
should, if possible, be exchanged before the construc-
tion of the building and before any electrical equip-
ment is ordered,thus enabling the electrical engineer
to detail any special-building features required and to
specify the most suitable type of equipment for the
operational requirement involved.

4.2 Details of the electric supply available and of any
special requirements regarding the ratings of equip-
ment and the conditions under which the equipment
may be connected to the supply should be ascertained
from the supply authorities.

5 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Standard Specifications

This code applies primarily to motors covered by
IS 325:1978. It also presupposes the use of control-
gear and other associated equipment and connection
complying with relevant Indian Standards or, where
these are not available, with other approved standards.

5.2 Interchangeability

Where a number of similarly rated utits are to be used,
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arrangements should preferably be made for such
utita to be interchangeable as regards essential dimen-
sions, such as those affecting the fixing arrangement,
space occupied, height to centre of shaft, distance
from centre line of motor to the centre line of driving
pulley, etc.

5.3 Compliance with Indian Electricity Rules and
Other Regulations

5.3.1 All electrical installations shall be checked fw
compliance with the requirements of the current In-
dian Electricity Rules and Regulations made there-
under, together with any other regulations that may be
applicable. It is recommended that the local authority
concerned in the administration of the rules and regu-
lations in the matter of the layout of the installation of
medium voltage industrial motors and their control-
gear be consulted to ensure that the requirements under
the roles and regulations are complied with.

5.3.2 The electrical installation shall be carried out
by persons competent to undertake such work under
the regulations that may be in force indifferent states.

53.3 Earth Connection

The frame of every motor and its associated control-
gear shall be earthed by two separate and distinct
connections with earth through an earth electrode.
Where practicable, the earth comectiona should be
visible for periodical inspection.

5.3.3.1 Earthing shall be done in accordance with
IS 732 (Part 2) :1983.

5.3.3.2 Reference is also invited to IS 3043:1987 for
earthing of equipment.

5.3.4 A suitable means of isolating the supply shall be
placed near each and everymotor, so that supp}y to the
motor can be completely cutoff by-means of it, when
required (see also 6.4).

5.4 All wiring shall be done in accordance with IS 732
(Part 2): 1983.

6 INSTALLATION DESIGN

6.1 General

The construction of all apparatus and conductors shall
be such that operating temperatures of components do
not exceed the safe figures laid down in the relevant
Indian Standards having regard to the conditions in
which the equipment is used. The equipment shall be
installed, operated and maintained as to ensure that
such safe temperatures are not exceeded.

6.2 Power-Factor Correction

Information on power-factor correction is given in
Annex B.

6.3 Electrical Protection of Circuits and
Apparatus

All apparatus and associated cable-work shall be
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protected at the origin of the circuit against the effects
of electrical faults in that circuit by a suitable auto-
matic protective device. Such a protective device ma y
be in the form-of a circuit-breaker or fuse of adequate
breaking capacity to deal with the effects of any likely
alterations or extensions to the installation. Auxiliary
light current circuits shall have separate fuses.

6.3.1 Where medium voltage wiring is enclosed in
conduits, the ends of the conduits shall be securely
‘fastened to the motor terminal box and-to the terminal
box of the controlgear and other switches used in
connections therewith.

6.3.2 When the motor is mounted on slide rails, for
adjustment of bolt tension, rigid conduit shall not be
connected to the motor terminal box but flexible metsl-
lic conduit with approved adaptors shall be utilized for
final connection to the motor, keeping good electrical
and mechanical continuity throughout with metsl-to-
metal joint between solid conduit and flexible tube.
The ends of the conduit shall be fitted with some
suitable type of bushing to protect the insulation of the
cable from damage.

6A isolationofEquipment

Each motor and a group of motors and associated
controlgear shall have means of disconnection to
supply and such means shall be so placed as to be
readily accessible fmm the position where danger may
arise.

6A.1 In cases where the driven machinery is of a
dangerous character, such as grindingstones, ssws,etc,
and the normal means of control are of indirect nature
(push-button), theu unless mechanical means for rap
idly disconnecting the machinery from the driving
motor are provided, isolation shall be effected by a
switch arranged in such a way that the supply maybe
immediate y interrupted; the switch shall be so placed
as to be readily accessible from the position where
danger may arise.

6A.2 While making provision for isolation in accor-
dance with 6A and 6.4.1 due regard should be paid to
the r~ecessity for isolating all control, pilot and inter-
locking circuits where these are derived from the main
source of supply or independently. The principle to
be observed is that any device which purports to
isolate an installation should do so without exception.
If it is not practicable to carry out complete isolation
with a single device, clear instructions shall be aftlxed
to the apparatus in a permanent manner setting out the
procedure to secure complete isolation.

6A.3 Additioml precautiotw to be taken for isolation
in the case of electrical equipment installed on ma-
chine tools shall be as mentioned in IS 1356 (Part 1) :
1972.

6.5 Emergency Supply

Where sudden failure of supply may cause danger or
inconvenience, the desirability of installing an emer-
gency supply should be considered. Such an emer-
gency supply may be limited in capacity in accordance

with the capacity of the minimum essential plant
which has to be kept in operation. An automatic
change-over panel may be provided for switching
over to the emergency supply and back. Measures
shall be taken to prevent paralleling of the normal and
emergency supplies unless normal supply has been
specifically designed and permitted by the supply
authority for parallel operation with the emergency
supply.

6.6 Types of Enclosures

This standard refers particularly to motors with types
of enclosures specified in IS 325:1978 and the duty
conditions generally associated with such enclosures
in accordance with IS 12824:,1989.

64.1 This standard may also be found useful in in-
stalling and maintaining motors in certain locations
where other types of enclosures might be called fo~
brief information with respect to a few such applica-
tions is given under 6.6.1.1 to 6.6.1.3.

6.6.1.1 Flammablesurroundingsor explosive atmos-
pheres

Motors and controlgear for use under these condi-
tions shall be of the certified flameproof typea and
those with .suitsble flameproof accessories shall be
installed and maintained in flameproof condition (see
1.2). Where, howeve~ it is possible to install electrical
apparatus in a position not exposed to flammable
surroundings or an exploaive-atmoahpere, this course
should .be preferred and may find appli-tion where
the drive froma motor can be transmitted to a machine
through a gland in-the wall separating the apparatus
from the area of risk.

6.6.1.2 Dusty atmoshperes

In locations where dust or -a similar product of a
msnutkturing process is liable tQ & present in such
quantity, or is of such nature, that without special
precautions it is likely to accumu%te sufficiently to
interfere with the normal operation of the equipment,
the nmwts and associated appmatus shall be of the
dust-proof or dust-tight type (see IS 4691: 1985) as
may be appropriate for the psrticulartypc of apparatus
concerned.

6.6.1.3 Damp or corrosive atmosphere

Where motors are to run under damp conditions or
exposed atmospheres it is desirable that the manufac-
turer be informed at the time of placing the order so
that special precautions, like coating the windings
with protective paint, may be taken. In certain circum-
stances, it may be practicable to resort to hesting to
maintain a temperature above the dew-point.

7 MOTOR CIRCUITS

7.0 Information on methods generally adopted for
installation of wiring for two or more motors is con-
tained in Annex C.
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7.1 Cable Ratings

7.1.1 General

The maximum current that will flow under normal
conditions of service in a motor circuit shall be taken
as that corresponding to the full-load current of the
motor when rated in accordance with the relevant
current rating as given in IS 325 : 1978. The size of
cables used shall be capable of carrying the full-load
currents corresponding to the rating of the motor.

7.1.2 Overload Conditions

The size of cables shall be so choseu as to take care of
the starting or accelerating current and also the short-
circuit current, where a starting or accelerating current
in excess of the rated current has to be carried at
frequent intervals.

7.13 Rotm Circuit

7.144 shwting  cadiaiarr

7.1.4.1 staFdf?z&l

with stardeitaoo~  mows,  wbc!re  six main
coti= arc 8scd behveen the conboipf  and the
motor, the mrxhmnm cnnent  tbat wiii fiow under
normal comiitioos  of sxvice &ail be taken as 58
pclccotoftbecmTentRtiagandtilesizeofabks
cho8cn silaii be 8s stated ude17.1.1 and 7.12.

7.lA2  Resistaxe

The size of tbe cables shall be chosen  in acawdallce
with the llcquircments  of the circuit, if a dstamx  or
Otbel  culrcnt-limiting  device is to be mounted sepa-
rately from the starter or co&oiler  witb which it is
used. If, however, the abies are in circuit only during
strrtiag,theircontinuousRtingmrybeoalyhrlfoftbe
current rating as determined in 7.1.4.1.

7.15 It is nxommended, therefore, that  in tbe case of
direct-on-line starting, the abk size be correbted
with tire  starting cumnt, particnbriy  in the smaller
sixes of cable with iow thermal apmity,  and the cable
size  be sekcted such that the permissibk maximum
temperature is not exceeded during starting.

NOTE-InIbccreofmoknsofsaffickIsimofi~~
jmti@*in6tdl8fiaofrcinnit-bmakwrttbcofigimoftLe
drtai~  Ihi! mGcnlty  may be ovelamm bytbcimchiaofm
i~adcfinitetimclagdevia,~to*sIarIi~ehr-
ac?wi&softbcmala,~Io~uuItrcing
cmrmtforIbcleqmisiIepaiod8oduaIth-lerlpgehi~kl
pmMtheab&@Mtsau8inalcaml~~

7.1.6 Voltage Drop

In motor circuits, the sizes of conductors shall be so
chosen that the voltage at the terminals of the motor,
when running under full load conditions, is not less
than 95 percent of the declared voltage at the con-
sumer’s supply terminals. Furthermore, when the start-
ingor accelerating current is considerably in excess of
the full-load current, it may be necessary in order to
ensure adequate starting and accelerating torque to
consider the conductor sizes in relation to the voltage
drop that may occur at the motor terminals when the
excess current is flowing.

7.2 Starting Methods

72.1 Squirrel-Cage Meters

72.1.1 Whc~ using tk dinxt+n-iine anaqpnc~,
thcamiycostmigearisaswitcInoraciswit~tct
wbichsclvcstoisoiatctLcumtorfmmtIumppiy.
somcstartcmsiwctm,iIoshnsfinthcopcm~
budk, ‘OFF’ and ‘ON’ (or ‘RUN’, wb.ik  oths bavc
tbnx positions ‘OF, ‘SI’ART’ ami ‘RUN’. TL
‘sixR-ryiirsit~omtheiattcrtypccatsomttbc
ovehdcoiisadthisistbeosiydiffBncebchwec~
tbc two types of StaIteEL

72.12 When m&g the two-positioa  type of starter
the handk  shonid  simpiy  be moved smartly hm
‘OFF’  to ‘ON’ (or ‘RUN’)-  wbcr using tht tbrre-
positios~ type of staster, tbe handk  shall fnsr be moved
from ‘OF to ‘START and the motor then be given
timetoNnPPtDspeed.Assoonasthemdor~~op
to full speed, the handle shouid be moved smartly from
the ‘START’ to the ‘RUN’ position.

72.12 If the motor fails  to start when the starter
handle is moved to the ‘START position, the handle
shaiinotbemovedoveltothe‘RUN’positionbutsLii
immediately be returned to the ‘OF position as
otherwise damage may ensure to both motor and
Startel.

722 Slip-Ring Motors

Controlgear  for slip-ring motors usually consists of a
switch or a contactor or a circuit-breaker in the starter
circuit and a variable resistance in the rotor circuit.
When starting the motor, the handle of the sitort-
cirariting  gear, if such gear is fitted, shall be pbced in
the ‘START position and the rotor resistance control
hairdk should he in the ‘OFF’ or ‘START’ position.
The stator switch or breaker shall then be closed and
the rotor controller handle moved step by step to the
‘ON’ or ‘RUN’ position, pausing slightly on each stop
to allow the motor to accelerate. When the controiter
handle has been moved to the last stop and the motor
comesuptofuiispeed, theshortcircuitinggearhndk,
if fitted, should then  be moved to the ‘RUN’ position.

722.1 If the motor fails to start fmm rest as soon as
the stator  switch is put on or does not run up to full
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speed within 30 seconds after the rotor controller
handle is operated, the stator  switch or breaker should
be opened and the starter handle returned to the ‘OFF
position immediately.

7.2.2.2  Provision shall be made for an interlock be-
tween the starter and the circuit-breaker in the stator
circuit so that the circuit-breaker may be switched on
only when the full resistance of the starter is in the rotor
circuit when starting.

7.3 Protection

The arrangement of a motor circuit and the type of its
protection and control apparatus vary according to the
size and duty of the motor, but the following safe-
guards should be observed in arranging the protective
systems.

73.1 The system should provide protection against
the current consumption becoming excessive due to
overloading of the motor (see 8.6). The overload
protective device should be such that it does not trip
due to heavy normal starting current but affords full
protection in case of sustained overload. It is recom-
mended that anammeterofsuitable range be provided,
preferably on the main circuit-breaker or starter. This
would enable the load on the motor to be readily
checked and preventive action taken in the case of
overloads occurring on the driven machinery. On the
larger sizes of motors, anammeter phase selection
switch shall be an advantage as unequal loading of the
phases due to unequal resistance in the rotor circuit
caused by the bad connections, or single phasing,
would be readily detected.

733 Starting Current

Where the starting  current ofa motor is of such a value,
or the starting period so prolonged that the fuses used
for the protection of the motor and motor circuit,
if rated for normal running conditions would blow
during starting, it may be necessary to install fuses of
higherratingorofincreased time-delay characteristics
or both. Such circumstances are particularly associ-
ated with the direct-on-line method of starting and, if
cables rated only for full-load current are installed and
the fusesat  the originof the circuit are set to accommo-
date the heavy starting and accelerating current, the
cables may not be protected in accordance with their
current rating. It is necessary, therefore, to select a fuse
rating which having regard to the starting conditions,
shall provide the narrowest tolerable margin below the
fusing point. If the fuse ratings to be adopted are
unavoidably higher than are necessary for full-load
conditions, it may be necessary to increase the cross-
sectional area of the cables in order that they may be
adequately protected.

7.3.2.1 Where fuses are provided to protect the
cables in a motor circuit as given under 7.3.2, the
motor itself should preferably be protected by an over-
current device on the starter. The device shall be so
arranged as to afford sufficient timedelay for starting
while providing adequate protection to the motor and
the cable between the starter and the motor during

normal rumting.Alternatively.  the starter may be fitted
with a changeover switch, the selective positions of
which are connected to fuses or other overcurrent
devices rated for the starting current and the running
current respectively, so connected that the former are
in circuit during starting and the latter during normal
running conditions.

7.33’ Selection of Fuses

If the fuses selected are too small, there is danger of
one fuse blowing before the motor starter trips with
consequent liability of damage to the motor due to
operation on one phase open of the supply (single
phasing) (see also  8.7). The rating of the fuse shall be
co-related to the characteristics of all the connected
equipment,likecablesand  motorcontrol-gearsRefer-
ence is also invited to IS 10118 : 1982.

8 CONTROL OF MOTORS

8.1 Every motor shall be provided with efficient means
of starting and stopping, which shall, if practicable, be
within sight of a person at the motor, and shall be so
arranged as to be easily operated by the person in
control of the motor.

8.2 In every place in which a machine is driven by a
motor, there shall be means at hand either for switch-
ing off the motor or stopping the machine.

83.1 In cases where machines are of dangerous char-
acter, a step push-button on the machine shall be
inserted close to the operator to stop the machine in
case of emergency.

8.3 Where danger may arise due to a motor being
restarted without the consent of the person who, by
operating a stop switch, caused it to be stopped,
arrangements shall be made to prevent restarting of the
motor until the stop switch involved has been reset;
any such switch, therefore, shall not be of the self-
resetting type.

8.4 Every motor shall be provided with a starter or
other control device complying with relevant Indian
Standard. The requirements of the supply authority,
which may, in certain cases, permit direct-on-line
starting without the need for any current-limiting device,
shall be ascertained when the type of starter to be used
is under consideration.

8.5 Where injury to persons or to machines or both
may result from the automatic restarting of an electric
motoron the restoration of the supply after an interrup-
tion, the motor starter shall be provided with a suitable
device to prevent automatic restarting of the motor on
restoration of the supply.

8.6 Every electric motor circuit should be provided
with means of disconnecting the supply in the event of
the current consumption becoming excessive owing to
mechanical overloading of the motor. Generally speak-
ing, this protection is necessary in addition to the
protection given by means of circuit-breakers to the
cable feeding the motor circuit. It may itself take the
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form of a circuit-breaker, or may be a device acting in
conjunction with the under-voltage release, and fitted
on the starter.

8.7 Three-phase motors may be damaged or may
give rise to fire risks iftheycontinue to runaftersupply
to one phase has been interrupted. Adequate means
should, therefore, be provided to ensure automatic
disconnection of the remaining phases of the supply in
such a contingency.

NOTE  - This protection is provided for by the normal overcur-
rent trips. In the case. of deha-connected  motors, these trips
should preferably be connected within the interconnection of the
delta winding.

8.8 Where a built-in thermal cut-out is fitted to a
motor and the automatic restarting of the motor is
attended by danger, the cut-out should incorporate a
manually-operated resetting device.

8.9 When the motor is liable to start and stop repeat-
edly by the operation of protection devices, a suitable
interlock to prevent reclosure shall be provided.

8.10 Push-Button Control Devices

‘START’ and ‘STOP’ push-buttons for normal control
shall be adequately shrouded to prevent inadvertent
operation. Push-buttons for emergency operations shall
be so designed as to facilitate such operation.

8.11 Electra-Mechanical  Brakes

Where electro-mechanical brakes are used, these shall
normally be so arranged as to be applied mechanically
and released electrically in order to provide for auto-
matic operation in case of failure of electric supply. A
hand-operated device shall, however, be provided to
release the mechanical brake, in the case of motors for
operating lifts, winders, etc, to bring the same to the
landing or desired position should a sudden failure of
electric supply occur.

8.12 Rapid Braking

Where extremely rapid braking is required, dynamic
braking or a similar form of retardation may be prefer-
able to mechanical braking from the point of view of
rapidity of action, smoothness of operation and reduc-
tion of wear and tear.

9 HANDLING  OF MOTORS

9.1 Motors should be handled very carefully to in-
crease its life and service. The following precautions
should be taken in handling the motors:

4
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Always use lifting hook to lift the motor;

Do not use any other part of the motor for
lifting purposes;

Do not use shaft projection for dragging the
motor;

Do not roll or drag the motor on the floor;

6

Do not keep totally enclosed fan cooled mo-
tors in vertical position with external covers as
base; and

Avoid jerks and jolts to motors to increase the
life of the bearings.

10 STORAGE OF MOTORS

10.1 Prior to installation, the machine should be stored
in a clean and dry place. The machined parts have a
protective coat of anti rust preservative which
should not be taken off during normal storage periods.
In case of long storage periodic examination should
be carried out and fresh preservation should be
applied, if required, after any rust or moisture has been
removed. Preservation can be easily taken off by using
paraffin or other solvent.

10.2 During the storage period and during installation
as well as their working life, the machine should be
protected from moisture, acid and alkali, oil, gas dust,
dirt and other injurious substances except, of course in
the case the machine is specially designed to withstand
such conditions.

10.3 Special precautions should be taken when the
machine is idle for considerable period to avoid corro-
sion of the bearings and loss of grease. It is advisable
to rotate the shaft periodically as the grease tends to
settle at the bottom of the housings. Before a machine
is started after a long idle period, the bearing covers
should be removed and grease in the housing pressed
with thumbs between the races of the bearing. If any
deterioration of grease is apparent, the old grease
should be removed and new grease pressed in the
bearing housings.

11 INSTALLATION WORK

11.1 General

Where the magnitude of the installation justifies the
cost, a set of record plans shall be provided by the
installation engineer or contractor, clearly indicating
the complete layout of the installation.

11.1.1 There is always the possibility that hair, hands
or clothing of persons may be caught in moving parts
of electrical devices which should, therefore, be so
located or guarded as to minimize the risk of such
injuries. In the case of equipment, subject to the
provisions of the Indian Factories Act, such mechani-
cal protection is a statutory requirement.

11.1.2 All equipment shall be carefully unpacked and
checked against the advice notes received from the
manufacturer to ensure that there has been no loss
or damage during transit. The rating plate details shall
be checked for the requirement of purchase order.
The motor or controlgear or any other equipment,
connected with the operation of the motor, when
received, shall be carefully checked to ensure that
everything is in proper condition so that the installa-
tion work may proceed without interruption.
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11.2 Location of Motom and Control Apparatus

Apparatus shall be so located that all current-carrying
parts are adequately ventilated to avoid losses due to
non-dissipation of heat.

NOTE — In no circumstancesshould a motor he enclosed in a
box or other covering that restricts or excludes the ventilating air
to a significant extent. Such restriction may result in the burning
out of the motor when a suataiaed load approaching the full value
ia reached.

11.2.1 The motor and control apparatus shall not be
located where they are liable to exposure to water,
corrosive liquid, oil, steam, carbon, metallic dust, dirt
or other adverse conditions or to risk of mechanical
damage, unless they are suitably enclosed to withstand
such conditions.

11.2.2 Adequate access shall be provided to all work-
ingparts. The possible need for facilities for removing
the.equipment at a later date for repairs or maintenance
should be considered in relation to the accessibility of
the equipment.

NOTE—Forhandlingheavyequipment,itisoftenadvisableto
arrangefortheincorporationofaIif’tingbeaminthe structureof
thebuilding,thebeambeinglocatetlimmediate]yover such parta
of the equipment as may require attention and being capable of
supporting the maximum weight involved (see 4.1).

11.2.3 The placing of apparatus in situatiom where
inflammable materials may be present should be de-
cided in relation to the fire risk involved, and where it
is impracticable to segregate the apparatus from such
material, the use of flameproof apparatus should be
considered.

11.2.4 Resistors likely to be operated at high tem-
perature shall be adequately spaced away from com-
bustible materials, such as wood-work, in order to
combat the risk of fire. Wherever the temperature of
the casing of the apparatus is liable to exceed 90°C,
the casing should be so located or guarded as to
prevent accidental contact by persons or with
combustible materials.

11.3 Foundation and Levelling

A solid, substantial foundation of concrete shall be
provided for the installation of motor. A good mixture
of concrete for this purpose consists of one part best
grade cement, two parts clean sand and, three to four
parts broken stones. The materials shall be thoroughly
mixed whilst dry, water being added subsequently and
slowly until the mixture is just sufficiently wet to pass
freely into all the crevices and corners. The foundation
depends upon the size and weight of the motor and the
nature of ground.

11.3.1 In case of motors with 315 frame and above,
preparation of civil foundation shall be carried out
taking care that:

a) Thc foundation for the motors shall be de-
signed for static as well as dynamic loads. All
natural frequencies shall be away from reso-
nance zone with respect to the operating speed
of machine. The ~ynamic amplitudes at the
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b)

c)

11.3.2
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foundation level shall be well within the ~-
ceptiable limits given in IS 2974 or as recom-
mended by the manufacturer.

Foundation shall be cast using concrete mix
(as per design) in accordance with IS 456:
1978 and IS 2974. It shall be ensured that
foundation is free from defects “like cavities,
pits, surface cracks, etc.

It shall be ensured that concrete foundation is
cured complete] y. The soundness of concrete
foundation block should be tested by the stan-
dard method laid down in relevant standard.

Where the anchor or ra~ bolts which hold
down the motor are to be embed&l in concrete, their -. .—

location should be determined with great accuracy,
otherwise, they may not be in line with the holes in the

j

base or bedplate of the motor. For this purpose, a
j

wooden template made with holes corresponding to
those in the motor base should be used. Where the
motor rests directly on the foundation, great care
should be taken in the levelling of the foundation so
that the motor is not strained or distorted when the
mounting bolts are tightened.

11.3.3 A motor mounted on slide rails or on solid
concrete foundation shall be carefully levelled up and
paralleled and grouted-in using motor with one part
cement, two parts clean sand and three-quarter part
fine broken stones. The slide rails shall be packed up
about 15 mm above the concrete bed to allow a
sufficient thickness of grout. Holes, preferably pipe
lined, shall-be left in the foundation block for founda-
tion bolts.

11.3.4 Threaded rods with a nut on each end are
preferred for use as foundation bolts in clearance
holes, usually with the bottom of each bolt in a pocket
provided with an opening to the outside of.the concrete
foundation wall. A blind pocket maybe used if a thick
drilled and tapped plate is used instead of the retaining
washer. The bolts in clearance holes with the bolt
head grouted in the foundation permit bending or
distorting the bolt to take care of adjustment of base
plate cr sole plates. If necessary, the bolts should be
grouted in after the slide rails have been set,
allowi~igthe grout to be about 15 mmabove the bottom
of the rails.

11.3.5 Special Positions

Moto~ intended.for mounting on a wall shall be fixed
on slide rails in the usual way and a suitable angle
bracket fixed on the wall to carry the rails and motor.
A motm required for inverted running, that is sus-
pended from roof griders, should preferably be a
housed in a fixture. It is not advisable to use the
ordinary cast iron slide rails for this method of mount-
ing without first consulting the makers. In the case of
oil-lubricated bearings, it is important to see-that the
oil well is arranged with the cover horizontal by
suits !Jy shifting both end brackets.

113.6 Resilient Mounting

Itshall be ensured that undue amount of vibration from
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other machinery is not transmitted to the motor. Though
motors are normally required to be rigidly fixed,
resilient mounting, that is using springs, rubber or
other similar material may be necessary where trans-
mission ofvibration is likely to cause inconvenience or
harm. Wbere silence in running is essential or trans-
mission of sound undesirable, special precautions shall
be taken in the mounting of the apparatus or altema-
tively sound-absorbing treatment should be applied to
the equipment as a whole.

11.4 Insulation Resistance

Insulation resistance of the motor shall be measured
between the windings of the machine and its frame by
means of a meggar.  Often the motors are kept in a store
for some time or they are transported under very damp
conditions and in such cases, the insulation resistance
generally becomes low and it is dangerous for the
motor to he connected up before the condition has been
rectified.

11.4.1 Drying Out

If the measured insulation resistance of the motor is
less than 1 MS2  IkV with a minimum of 1 MQ when the
machine is cold, it should first be dried out before full
voltage is applied to the terminals of the motors.

11.4.1.1 Principles of drying out

Whatever method is employed for drying out a
motor, the general principle is to apply heat continu-
ously for a considerable time so as to drive out any
moisture which may have become entrapped in the
windings. Severe damage can result from improper
beating of winding. Avoid too rapid beating. Pro-
vide some ventilation to carry off moisture and to
ensure circulation of heated air. During drying out
period, it is recommended to take measurement of
the insulation resistance periodically. It will generally
be found that at the beginning of the drying out, the
insulation resistance decreases. This is due to the
fact that as the heating starts the moisture is redis-
tributed in the windings. After some time, the insu-
lation resistance value reaches a minimum and then
stabilises at this for some time, after which it begins
to increase until it reaches its maximum value. When
the maximum value of the insulation resistance has
been reached, it is safe to put tbe motor into service.

11.4.1.2 The convenient method of drying out the
motor is to place heaters or lamps around it and
inside it also. It is recommended to employ suitable
guarding and covering arrangements so as to conserve
the heat. Heating by infrared lamps may also be used
for drying the windings.

An alternative method of drying out is to block the
motor so that it cannot rotate and then apply such a low
voltage to the starter terminals that full-load current
flows in the starter.

The temperature of the windings should notbe allowed
to exceed 9ooC.

11.4.1.3  If it is not possible to use any of the two

methods given in 11.4.1.2, hot air may be blown into
the motor but the air should be clean and dry and at a
temperature of not more than 90%.  If no other means
are available, coke braziers or electric radiators may
be placed round the machine. Carbon filament lamps,
placed inside the machine, may he employed quite
satisfactorily, but care should be taken that the hot bulb
is not in contact with any windings. If it is not possible
to reach a sufficiently high temperature, the ventila-
tion may be reduced by covering the stator with a
tarpaulin.

11.4.1.4 Close supervision is necessary during the
process of drying out by the methods given under
11.4.1.2 and 11.4.1.3. The heat generated in the
windings is not easily dissipated and one part of the
winding may be exceedingly hot before another part
has had time to expel the moisture. This may be
obviated to some extent by taking every precaution
to exclude draughts from the exposed parts of the
windings.

11.4.15 The method of heating employed for drying
out shall be continuous and tbe process shall be care-
fully watched to ensure that the winding doea  not attain
a temperature sufficiently high to damage tbe insula-
tion. The maximum safe temperature of the windings
measured by thermometer is 9O“C.  At the same time,
the temperature should not he allowed to fall too low
as otherwise reabsorption of moisture would take
place.

11.4.1.6 In some cases, the insulation resistance will
be found to drop considerably as the motor warm up
will read the minimum and then remain constant for
some time depending upon the dampers of the machine
and as the drying proceeds, the insulation resistance
will gradually rise. The drying out should be continued
as long as the insulation resistance rises, or until a
sufficiently high value, that is, not less than 1 MQ/kV
with a minimum of 1 MS2 at 75OC, has been reached.

11.4.1.7 During the drying out period, readings of
temperature and insulation resistance shall be taken at
least once an hour in order to see how the drying out is
progressing. The temperature of the motor should he
kept as constant as possible, otherwise the insulation
resistance reading may be misleading.

11.43 If it is found that the insulation resistance of
the motor does not rise even after drying out or is
extremely low and persistently remains so, damage
in the windings should be suspected. In some cases,
this damage can be located by visual inspection but
in case this damage has taken place either in the slots
or in the bottom layer of the windings, cause should be
investigated and defect remedied as it is very danger-
ous to put the mot01 into service if the insulation
resistance is very low. If the windins insulation is
very dirty and wet, insulation resistance may not
increase by drying with heat. Then it has to be flushed
with water jet and dried by beating. In case, insulation
resistance does not improve, manufacturer may be
consulted.
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Alignment is achieved by checking the following:113 Alignment

11.5.1 Selection of Drives

Some general notes regarding selection of drives are
given in Annex D. This is intended to be a guide only
and is necessarily not exhaustive.

11.52 One of the considerations in alignment is that
the motor shaft should be preferably level. This is
necessary as otherwise undue loading may occur on
the bearings of the motor, even when flexible cou-
plings are used, under the influence ofthe  drive forces.
The motor shaft cannot be made level unless the shaft
of the driven machine is already levelled. It is, there-
fore, recommended to ensure that the driven machine
or driven shaft is level in the first instance. Provided
this has been done, the principle to follow with a direct
coupled drive is to ensure that both the shafts are in
line; and in case of gear or pulley drive to ensure that
both the shafts are parallel.

11.5.3  Direct-Coupled Drives

With direct-coupled drives the two shafts should be
in accurate alignment. This is of utmost importance
owing to the possibility of there being eccentricity
of coupling periphery with shaft axis, cut of square-
ness of coupling faces with the shaft axis, and axial
movement of shafts during process of alignment. It
may be emphasized that it is the shaft that requires to
be lined up and not the couplings. If a driven shaft has
been levelled, it is recommended to bring the two

* couplings close together and line them up. If it is found
that the driven coupling is lower, arrangements should
be made to lift the driven machine or to cut down the
top of the concrete foundation to lower the motor. If
on the other hand, the motor shaft is found lower than
the driven shaft, then the motor should be packed up
bring the two couplings into line. The packing should
be inserted close to the foundation bolt. If the packing
is too far removed from the foundation bolts the bed
plate will bend when they are tightened down. The
correct and incorrect methods of putting the packing
are shown in Fig. 1.

11.5.3.1  When the two shafts have been lined up, it is
recommended that the motor or slide rail base should
be lifted at least 3 mm from the top of the concrete
foundations by means of packing pieces. This space
may be filled later with the grouting mixture.

CORRECT

Axial positioning of shaft - Small and me-
dium size motors normally have a small end
play and the motor should be positioned so
that with its shaft fully extended towards the
driven shaft and vice versa the specified gap
between half couplings is obtained;

Paralleling of shaft - Coupling gap readings
should be taken at 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock
positions and the two half-couplings rotated
together through 180° when a second set of
readings at 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock should be
taken. The algebraic difference between
readings should be equal for correct alignment
in the vertical plane. A similar set of readings
should be taken at the 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock
positions on the coupling and if the algebraic
difference is equal, it will indicate alignment
in the horizontal plane; and

Centering of shafts - This should preferably
be done with driving motor and driven shafts
at normal working temperature. The clock
gauge is securely clamped to one-half cou-
pling with the gauge needle on the other
half coupling. Both half coupling  are rotated
through one full revolution, gauge readings
being takenat  12 o’clock, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock
and 9 o’clock positions. The same clock
gauge reading should be obtained in all angu-
lar positions of the coupling. Adjustment may
be made by shimming. Checks should be
made on previous settings, if any adjustment is
made.

11.5.4 Chain Drives

With chain drives, the alignment should be correct
and the driving and driven shaft parallel with each
other and the chains running centrally on their sprock-
ets at right angles to the shaft, otherwise the life of
the chain may become very short and an excessive
end thrust imposed on the motor. Vertical chain
drives should be avoided. The chain should not be
drawn up tight as this is likely to produce destructive
vibrations and prove harmful to the bearings. The
chain drive should be provided with a self-oiling
device by means of pump and sump.

iNCORRECT

L CONCRETE I! PACKING
B A S E

FIG. 1 PACKING AND BED PLATE  FOR GROUTING
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11.5.5  Gear Drives

-‘%h  gear drives, alignment is equally important.
The cc&e of the pinion should be in line with the
ccntre of the spur wheel and the two wheels per-
fectly parallel, the latter being checked by means of
feeler gauges between the teeth of the respective
wheels. The gear wheels should be fully meshed
both in depth and along their width of face and the
check for meshing should be made all the way round
the driven wheel in case it is out of truth. Should the
driven wheel be out of truth and the meshing adjusted
correctly at the lowest point of the driven wheel, the
gears may jam when the high parts engage and
probably bend the motor shaft.

11.5.5.1 Bevel or single helical gears impose an end
thrust on the motor shaft, and are, therefore, not
recommended unless provision is made to take the
thrust. Double helical gears may also transmit an end
thrust if the end-play in the bearings of the driven gear
is greater than the end-play in the motor bearings.
Where mechanical conditions are severe, it is some-
times necessary, particularly in the case of larger
motors, to employ an outboard bearing for the motor
shaft and in some cases to mount the driving pinion
in two separate bearings and couple it to the motor
through a suitable flexible coupling. A flexible cou-
pling is invariably necessary when a motor is coupled
to a self-contained gear box. It is advisable, when any
drive of the types mentioned above or similar types
are considered, that this be specified so that provision
may be made to suit the conditions.

11.56  Flexible Coupled Drives

Flexible coupiings  require as accurate an alignment
as solidly coupled machines. Poor alignment could
quickly ruin flexible couplings and may damage bear-
ings and shafts. Use flexible type couplings which will
accommodate small inaccuracies of an alignment
between motor and driven member. Ensure that this
shaft does not project beyond the face of the coupling
and that there is small amount of axial clearance
between the faces of the two halves of the couplings so
that the motor bearings are not subjected to the end
thrust.

11.57  Final Alignment

When carrying out final alignment, it is necessary
in the case of all types of drive, to ensure that the
packing pieces placed between bedplates or slide
rails and the top of the foundation block are posi-
tioned correctly, that is, they shall be at the position of
the foundation bolt holes and not in between those
positions, and there shall be enough of these supports
to ensure that where foundation bolts are tightened
down the bedplate  or slide rails will not be bent.

11.5.8 After  alignment of any drive, it is always es-
sential that the motor be turned over slowly by hand
if possible. Feel for any increase of resistance or jerki-
ness. If it is not possible to turn the motor by hand, the
motor should be used (after wiring up) at slow speed
watching the ammeter for any sudden increase of load.

The final check should always be done after the bolts
have been finally tightened down and any tight spot
which is indicated by fall or sudden increase in amme-
ter reading should be investigated and eliminated be-
fore the drive is put into service.

11.6 Fitting of Pulleys and Couplings

Clean’ both shaft and coupling bore and smear
lightly with oil. Clean keyway and make sure key is
fitting properly on the sides of the keyway in both
shalt and coupling. The key should have clearance at
the top and should not fit tightly both top and bottom
faces. If force has to be applied to put the pulley or
coupling on shaft, it is desirable that non-driving end
pressure or hammer blows are not borne by the bear-
ings. While fitting pulleys, couplings, etc, to motor
shaft, excessive force shall not be used as the bearings
may get damaged. Where no tapped holes arc pro-
vided by the makers, the pulley, pinion or coupling
should be a good tapping fit and the opposite end of
the shaft should be supported to take the shock of
the blows of a mallet. If the pulley, pinion or coupling
does not go on to the shaft with the application of
moderate force, it is recommended that it be warmed
up to 100 to 12oOC  and then tapped on. If it does not go
on easily under this condition, the bore should be
checked. The shaft shall not be filed or otherwise
reduced in diameter as the motor would cease to be
interchangeable. Pulleys, pinions and couplings shall
not be removed by using a pinch bar between the
bearing housing pulley or coupling boss, as the bear-
ing housing may be broken or the shaft bent. With-
drawing tackles shall be used.

11.7 Belt Drive

Arrange the drives so that the slack side of the belt is
uppermost. Do not overtighten the belt and avoid a
belt fastener which knocks the pulley as this may
damage the bearings. Avoid vertical drives. Pass and
loose pulley drives should be arranged so that the
drive is on the fast pulley when the belt is nearest to
the motor.

NOTE - Check for proper alignment of pulleys before  starting
with belts.

12 CHECKS BEFORE COMMISSIONING

12.1 General

All equipment shall be inspected and tested by compe-
tent persons before being actually put into service.

12.2 Mechanical Checks

Machines shall be checked for alignment to ensure that
undue stresses are not imposed on their bearings.

12.2.1 Where oil-lubricated bearing are employed,
care shall be taken to see that oil does not penetrate on
to windings or other insulation. Oil should be checked
to see that it is clean and up to the right level, and of the
correct grade as specified by the manufacturer.

12.2.2 In case of motors with pedestal bearing, the
air gaps between stator and rotor shall be checked
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before commissioning and recorded for future refer-
ence.

12.23 Mechanical operation of motors, controlgear and
protective devices shall be checked for freedom from
foreign matter, care being taken when commissioning to
see that all packing materials are removed.

12.2.4 In the case of motors and controlgear, attention
should be paid to all contacts, the contact pressure and
contact area being checked and verified as being proper to
the operating conditions involved.

12.2.5 If ball or roller bearing motors have been kept idle
for periods longer than six months, whether new, spare or
stand-by plant, the bearing covers shall be removed for
inspection of grease. If it is found that the grease has a
skin over the surface, the bearings shall be washed
thoroughly in petrol to which a few drops of oil have
been added. The bearing housings shall be repacked
with new grease of the grade and quality recommended
by the makers, care being taken to ensure that the balls
or rollers will not chum in the grease. One of the chief
functions of grease is to prevent the entry of dust into
the bearing, very little being required for lubrication.

12.3 Electrical Checks

The terminal markings of motors shall be checked for
conformity with Annex B of IS 325 : 1978. Before
connecting it to the mains, all connections shall be checked
with the wiring or circuit diagram applied, use cables of
adequate size to carry the full load current marked on the
motor rating plate and also large enough to carry the
starting current without excessive voltage drop. In gen-
eral, the starting current may be 6 to 7 times full load
current on full voltage depending upon the speed when
the motor is switched on the line. The motor body should
be earthed in accordance with 5.3.3.

12.3.1 All fixed connections shall be checked for tight-
ness and where heavy currents are involved, a check shall
be made to see that proper contact, adequate in area and
pressure to prevent undue heating, is effected between all
contact surfaces.

12.33 The rating of fuses shall be checked by inspect-
ing the marking on the cartridge in the case of cartridge-
type fuses or the gauge and type of wire in the case of
rewirable type fuses. Where practicable, the operation
of overload, no-volt and other types of protective
devices should also be checked. The results of such
checking should be related to the ascertained resistance
of the earth-fault current path so as to determine the
prospect of the protective device operating in the event
of a fault.

12.33 Protective fuses shall be examined regularly.
Where relays are used in conjunction with current trans-
formers, the test should preferably simulate working
conditions by utilizing the injection method whereby
current is passed through the relays by the application of
a variable injection voltage from transformer designed
for the purpose.

12.3.4 The main and looped earth wires shall be continu-
ous. To ensure this, all earth connections shall be checked
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for tightness and the earth resistance shall be meas-
ured and recorded.

12.35 All oil dashpots shall be checked to ascer-
tain that they contain the correct grade and quantity
of oil.

12.3.6 Inthe  case of oil-filled equipment, the insu-
lating oil level shall be inspected and checked
against the indicated correct level for the equip
ment concerned. The dielectric strength of the oil
shall be tested in accordance with IS 335 : 1983.

12.3.7 On completion of installation of a three-
phase motor, the construction engineer or the con-
tractor concerned shall submit a completion report
in the form given in Annex E.

13 COMMISSIONING OF MOTOR

13.1 Starting Up

Before the equipment is put into service, it shall be
tested for insulation resistance; other tests as may
be necessary should also be made. Continuity tests
shall be carried out, particular attention being
given to the secondary connections of current
transformers. Before switching on for the first time,
protective devices shail be set at their minimum
current values and at the minimum time setting in
order to minimize the consequence of any fault
condition which may arise. After all the checks as
mentioned above and in 10 have been made and
found satisfactory, start the motor gradually, being
ready to stop, should the rotation be in the wrong
direction or should anything suddenly appear to’be
wrong.

13.1.1 In case the motor runs in the wrong direc-
tion on starting up, it is quite simple to reverse the
rotation by changing over two of the three leads of
a three-phase motor.

13.1.2 If everything is found satisfactory, increase
the speed slowly waiting for some time on each step
for the motor to accelerate. When motor comes up
to full speed, observe that there are no excessive
vibration and noise and that the drive is running
smoothly. If the motor is of the slip-ring type with
brush lifting and short-circuiting gear, care should
be taken that the brush lever is in the start position
before closing the stator  switch, and as soon as
motor comes up to full speed, the brush lifting and
short-circuiting handle is moved smartly to the run
position.

13.2 Failure to Start

If upon attempting to start the motor, it is found
that it fails to revolve or does not accelerate
beyond a certain speed, the starting handle shall be
returned to the ‘OFF’ position at once, otherwise
the winding may be damaged. Before attempting to
sisrt again, a careful inspection shall be made to
ensure that:

a) The connections are correct and in accor-
dance with the diagrams supplied;
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b)

Cl

4

e)

13.2.1

Voltage is present at the starter terminals
(make sure that no section main switch is open
and there are no fuses drawn on the motor
circuit);

All terminals are tight, and there are no bad
contacts in either cabling or control circuits;

The brush gear handle is in the start position;
and

The line voltage is not dropping excessively
when the starter is operated.

After this inspection, if everything is found
satisfactory, another attempt should be made to start
the motor. If the motor still does not start or accelerate
to full speed, the driven machine should be uncoupied
from the motor and a fresh attempt made to start the
motor.

13.2.2 When the motor runs up to full speed, load
may be applied to the driven machine.

13.3 Failure to Take Load

If the direction of rotation is correct and motor runs
satisfactorily while it is not loaded, but trips out
when load is applied to the driven machine, a check

\ should be made that the overload trips are correctly set
and that time lags, if any, are suitably adjusted. A
check should also be made that the load is not exces-
sive. It is also recommended to check that no tight
point has developed in the drive under loading con-
ditions. If it is found that the motor still refused to
carry the load, the manufacturers of both the motor as
well as driven machine should be consulted.

14 TEMPERATURE RISE

14.1 The temperature of the motor running at its
rated load as judged by hand is not a reliable indica-
tion as the insulations of the windings in contact with
core will withstand a maximum temperature rise as
mentioned in individual motor specification. For gen-
eral information, the following may be taken as guide-
lines for limits of temperature rise of windings, when
the ambient has not exceeded 4oOC:

15 OVERHEATING OF MOTORS

15.1 Overheatingofmotors may result fromoverload-
ing of motors, too low supply voltage, frequency
fluctuations, overgreasing, dirt, foreign material in
the air gap between the stator  and rotor. Do not
overload or underload the motors. Overloading is the
result of making motor carry too great a mechanical
load. It may also be due to wrong application or
excessive friction within the motor itself. Underlnad-
ing of the motor results in low power factor.

16  MAINTENANCE AND PERIODICAL
CHECKS

16.0 General

When an electric motor has been properly installed, it
requires little attention later on to keep it working
properly. If the motor is kept clean and dry, and
properly lubricated periodically, it will give trouble-
free service for a long time. All maintenance work
should be done correctly under the supervision of an
experienced electrician having in mind the fine clear-
ances and the precision construction of the modern
motors.

16.1 The main aim of maintenance work should be to
prevent trouble rather than allow it to occur and then
deal with it. To achieve this, the operation of c!eaning,
lubrication and inspection at regular intervals should
be carried out according to a schedule, and proper
records should be kept of what has been done on each
occasion. This is always betterthanadoptinga haphaz-
ard method of waiting for trouble to develop and then
dealing with it, because when a breakdown occurs it
usually spreads to other parts also which were per-
fectly sound earlier.

16.1.1 Protection of Exposed Surface

Protective paint and varnish should be maintained in
good condition by repainting or revarnishing when
necessary. In many instance, such as that of windings,
spraying is the only effective means of application of
such protection.

Class of Motors Motors
Insulation Up to and Above 20 kW Below 200  W

h’p W’ .
ETD Resistance ETD Resistance

Method Method Method Method

A 65OC 60oC - 65OC

E - 75OC - 75%

B 9ooc SOOC - 85OC

F 110% 105OC - 1lOOC

H 13ooc 125OC - 130°C ._
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16.2 Motors

16.2.1 Cleaning of Motors

Motors should be cleaned by blowing air at regular
intervals to keep their ventilating passages clear, it
being emphasized that many types of totally enclosed
motors also require such attention, particularly when
operating in dusty atmospheres.

16.2.1.1 Moisture, oil, grease and metallic dust are
the principal causes of breakdown. Tbe motor should,
therefore, be kept clean and dry; water dropped on
the machine will soon cause trouble, unless the
motor has been designed to withstand such condi-
tions. Tbe stator and rotor windings should be kept
free from oil, grease, dampness and dirt. Periodic
cleaning with dry compressed air bellows or a brush is
very necessary.

16.2.1.2 All motors require to be examined and dis-
mantled from time to time and the frequency of suc-
cessive cleanings will depend upon the conditions
under which the machine operates. During periodic
cleanings, care should be taken to clear air passages in
the stator and rotor of any accumulated dirt.

16.2.1.3 Terminals and screw connections shall be
kept clean and tight.  If they become dirty or corroded,
they should be disconnected and all contact surfaces
made clean and smooth. Bad contact leads to sparking
and ultimate breakdown.

16.2.1.4 After reassembly, the gaps shall be tested as
a precautionary measure by means of a feeler gauge.

16.2.1.5 If it is found that the air gap measurements
of two diametrically opposite points differ by about
25 percent or more, the motor shall he examined, he-
cause the brackets or bearing housing may not be
correctly aligned. Gap measurement should always
follow reassembly, since rubbing between stator and
rotor will cause extensive damage.

16.22 Insulation Resistance

The insulation resistance of tbe winding  shall he
tested periodically during service and where this
is found to drop below 1 mS2 /kV with a minimum of
1 MS&  the motor shall be dried out and tben put into
service. If weak insulation resistance becomes a
regular feature, the windings should be givena coat of
good insulating varnish after the machine has been
dried out.

NOTE - Extra care in respect of insulation resistance is necea-
sary  in cases where the motor is subjected to dampness, chemi-
cal fumes, etc.

‘16.23 Ball and Roller Bearings

Climatic conditions affect the lubrication and it is
necessary to ensure that the hearings do not run hot.
Higher or lower temperatures are not dangerous in
themselves but increasing temperature or noise are
sure signs that the hearings need immediate attention;
it may be that tbe addition of a small amount of grease
arrests and cures the trouble.

13
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16.2.3.1 Every three years, tbe complete grease
charge should be removed, the hearings and housings
washed with petrol to which a few drops of oil have
been added and thoroughly dried; all old grease
should be removed from pipes and passages and re-
placed by new grease.

16.2.3.2 When opening up hearings for inspection
and cleaning, all dirt and foreign matter shall be
removed from the neigbbourhood of the bearing
caps. The caps shall then be removed and the bear-
ings, caps and housings washed with petrol to which a
few drops of oil have been added; all old grease also
being removed in the process and the parts tborougbly
cleaned. If the hearing is in good condition, fresh
grease shall be pressed well between the cage, races,
balls and rollers. After packing the hearing, any super-
fluous grease should be wiped off. If the bearing
appears dirty or if the grease has become bard o r
disintegrated, the bearing should be removed from
the shaft, withdrawn from the housings and closely
inspected for signs of wear.

16.2.3.3 Only the required quantity of grease should
be put into the bearings as too much grease may also
cause overheating in the same ways as too little grease.

16.24  Sleeve Bearings

Motors using oil-filled hearings shall be inspec
frequently and when necessary the hearings shall %
drained, flushed out and then refilled with tbe correct
grade of new or reconditioned oil.

16.2.4.1 When filling the bearings, oil shall be poured
inslowly, with the rotorstationary, until theoil  reaches
the prescribed level. Quick pouring leads to over-
filling and the escape of oil into the windings.

16.2.4.2 The oil rine shall be examined to see that
they run freely and pick up oil from the well when the
motor is running.

16.2.4.3 If a bearing runs hot, the depth of oil in the
well shall he examined and increased, if necessary.

16.2.4.4 Heating may arise from insufficient lubrica-
tion, lack of alignment, dirt in the oil, too tight a belt,
or a bent shaft. Belts and other gear should be slack-
ened and the speed of the machine reduced. If the
bearing continues to be hot, the machine should he
brought almost to a standstill, keeping the rotor mov-
ing slowly until the hearing has cooled, to prevent
seizing.

16.2.4.5  It is essential for satisfactory operation of
machines with small air gaps that the bearing clear-
ance should not he excessive.

16.2.4.6 All new hearings up to 250 mm diameter
shall have a diametral clearance of one-thousandth of
diameter. It is recommended to remetal  the worn out
bearings when this clearance becomes two-tbou-
sandth of the diameter.
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16.25 Slip Rings and Brush Gear

These prts require careful inspection and attention
Dust, oil and moisture should not be allowed to
accumulate.Tbe brushes should slide freely in the
holders without being slack; stiffness of movement or
clogging should he remedied without delay. The
tension springs should press squarely on the tops of
the brushes and their operating mechanism should
function freely. Any short-circuiting gear fitted to
the motor should he lightly lubricated at regular
intervals.

16.2.5.1 Tbe slip rings shall he smooth and free from
oil and dirt. If roughened by sparking, they shall be
cleaned with fine glass paper mounted on a wooden
block shaped to the curvature of the rings. Emery cloth
should not be used. If ridged or out of truth, they should
be turned or ground in laths to a smooth finish.

16.252 When new brushes are to he fitted, they shall
be bedded to the surface of the slip rings by placing
them in their holders and interposing between them
and the slip rings a strip of glass paper, rough side
outward. Tbe strip should be worked backward and
forward unit the brush face has acquired the cur-
vature of the ring. All dust should be carefully re-
moved. The new brushes shall he of the recom-
mended grade.

16.2.5.3 Tbe correct brush pressure is of paramount
importance from the point of view of brush and ring
wear. If the pressure is too light, the brushes will
chatter and cause sparking, disintegration of the
brushes and blackening and burning of the rings. Too
much pressure will produce scoring and overheating
from frictional losses. The correct pressure is about
0’15  to 0’2 kg/cm2 of brush area and this should he
tested occasionally by means of spring balance
attached as near as possible to the end of the brush
spring that makes contact with the brush.

16.2.5.4 Sparking at the slip rings is harmful and
should he eliminated.

16.2.6 Controllers, Starters and Rheostats

The contacts and insulating part shall be kept tbor-
ougbly free from dirt and moisture and there shall be
firm metallic connection between fixed and moving
contacts when they come together. Tbe covers should
be removed periodically for inspection.

16.2.6.1 Fuse contacts and terminals shall he
examined periodically for cleanliness and tightness.
When a fusewire  or strip has to be renewed, care
should be taken that the new one is of the correct
metal and size.

16.3 Oil Filled Control Equipment

The insulating oil level in all oil-filled starting and
control equipment, other than capacitors, shall he
periodically checked and samples of the oil taken and
tested for breakdown voltage, acidity and moisture. If
the tests indicate that the oil is unsatisfactory, it should
be immediately replaced by new or reconditioned oil.

Where small quantities of oil are involved, periodical
replacement of the oil at intervals determined by
experience and sampling tests may be adopted as an
alternative to periodical testing.

16.3.1 In the case of oil-filled equipment, such as
switchgear and starters, whereby design arcing takes
place under the surface of the oil, carbon is formed,
thus necessitating the periodic re-conditioning of the
oil to remove the carbon. Such equipment should,
therefore, be regularly inspected and the oil recondi-
tioned at the appropriate time.

16.3.2 Tanks or other enclosures for electrical appa-
ratus, which have held oil may contain vapour in an
explosive concentration; thus naked flames or non-
flameproof electrical equipment shall not he used in
such situations nor shall welding operations be under-
taken either inside or outside such enclosures until all
traces of vapour and oil have been removed.

16.4 Earthing

Periodic tests shall he made of the resistance of earth
electrodes and of earth-continuity conductors to check
the effectiveness of the earthing system.

16.4.1 Tbe effectiveness of the earth-leakage
protective devices, if provided, shall be periodically
checked.

16.5 Safety Devices .

Remote tripping devices and limit switches, which are
provided for safety reasons but which may not he
called upon to functionundernormal operations which
the interlocks are designed to prevent.

16.5.1 Interlocks designed to prevent unsafe opera-
tions shall he checked periodically by a competent
person by making a deliberate attempt to perform tbe
operations which the interlocks are designed to pre-
vent.

16.5.2 Where an emergency supply as specified
under 6.5 is provided, the source of supply and all
ancillary apparatus shall be checked periodically.

16.6 Maintenance Schedule

A recommended schedule for periodical checks and
maintenance of motors is given in Annex F.

17 GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR OVERHAUL
OF MOTORS

17.1 The general procedure for overhauling of motors
as recommended by the manufacturer should be
followed. However, the following gives the general
guidance for overhaul of motors:

a) Dismantle the motor without using excessive
force and without hammer blows. If possible,
do not open cartridge bearing housings. Do
not force the hearing on the shaft by pressing
the outer race. To remove hearings from shaft
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b)

e)

fl

!3)
h)
j)

apply the grips of bearing puller to the inner
ring of the bearing.

Clean every part of dust, dirt, oil and grit
using a blower, compressed air hose, bellows
or brushes, and wash with petrol to which a
few drops of oil have been added, as neces-
sary. Complete removal of foreign matter is
essential;

Check all parts for damage or wear, and repair
or replace as necessary;

Measure insulation resistance and dry out, if
necessary, until correct value is obtained.
Repair or replace any damaged windings:

Re-enamel or re-varnish all windings and in-
ternal parts except stator bore and rotor outer
iron surface; dry thoroughly;

Reassemble without using any excessive
force. Make sure that the machine leads ate on
the correct terminals and that everything is
well tightened;

Check insulation resistance again;

Check the air gaps; and

Put back to work after making all checks and
applying all rules as for initial starting.

17.2 Bearing Replacement

Before replacing the bearings, it is recommended to
heat the new bearing in medium oil shell Tellus  33” or
equivalent at a temperature not exceeding 9ooC  for
about one hour to enable easy mounting by push fit and
avoid hammering of bearings which may result in
premature failure of the same. When bearings are

IS900:1992

removed from motors or uncovered due to partial
dismantlings wrap them in clean paper immediately to
keep them clean and free from U-L

17.3 Breakdown of Motor

In the event of a breakdown before calling the service
engineer, the following should be checked:

a)

b)

4

4
4

fl

I!31

Make sure that the rated supply voltage is
reaching the motor terminals (use voltmeter);

Check all connections against diagram, see
that there are no breaks in the cable or wires
and all terminals ate clean and tight;

Make sure that the motor is not overloaded.
This may be checked by starting the motor
uncoupled from load;

Examine for bad contact and open circuits;

Examine that the brushes are making proper
contacts and proper pressure is maintained
(for slip ring motors);

Make sure that there is no drop within the
supply voltage system; and

For squirrel cage motors with autotransformer
starting, make sure that proper tapping is used.

18 DIAGNOSIS OF COMMON FAULTS AND
THEIR REMEDIES

Information in regard to some of the common faults,
their causes and remedies is given in Annex-G.  It is
recommended that a chart giving this information be
kept readily available for assistance to the mainte-
nance staff.
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IS No.

325 : 1978

335 : 1983

456 : 1978

732 (Part 2) :
1983

ANNEX A
(Clause 2)

LIST OF REFERRED INDIAN STANDARDS

Title

Three-phase induction motors (fourth
rev&on )

New insulating oils ( third revision )

Code of practice for plain and
reinforced concrete (third revision)

Code of practice for electrical wiring
insulations: Part 2 Design and
construction (second revision )

1356 (Part 1) : Electrical equipment of machine
1972 tools : Part 2 Electrical equipment of

machines for general use ( second
revision )

2551 : 1982 Danger notice plates (fistrevision)

2974 : Code of practice for design and
construction of machine foundations
( issued in parts )

IS No.

3043 : 1987

4691: 1985

4722 : 1991

10118 : 1982

12824 : 1989

13107 : 1991

Title

Code of practice for earthing

Degrees of protection provided by
enclosures for rotating electrical
machinery (first revision )

Rotating electrical machines (first
revision )

Code of practice for selection,
installation and maintenance of
switchgear and controlgear

Types of duty and classes of rating
assigned to rotating electrical
machines

Guide for measurement of wittding
resistance of an ac machine during
operation at alternating voltage
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ANNEX B
(Clause 6.2)

CORRECTION OF POWER  FACTOR

B-l EXPLANATION OF POWER FACTOR

B-l.1 The general supply of electricity in this coun-
try is being standardized toaltematingcurrent. With
alternating current, the flow of electiricity is not
steady like gas or water through a pipe, but consists of
a series of waves following each other in rapid suc-
cession. The frequency of these waves is usually
50 c/s and, therefore, it is referred to as a 50 cycles
supply. The power of this supply depends upon two
factors:

factor lower than 100 percent or unity. The power
factor gets lower as the load on a motor is reduced and
is lower on slip-ringandlor  slow-speed motors thanon
squirrel-cage motors or any motor running at a higher
speed. It is important, therefore, that apart from first
cost or other considerations, motors that would be as
nearly as possible fully loaded and run at as high speed
as possible, consistent with good drive conditions, be
installed.

B-3 CORRECTION OF POWER FACTOR
a) Voltage, and

b) Amperes (or current).

B-1.1.1 Either of the two factors mentioned under  B-
1.1 might be represented individually by its own set
of waves. If these waves coincide entirely, which
means that they are in step with each other, the whole
of the current in the circuits is doing useful work.

B-3.1 Most supply companies make no surcharge if
the total power factor is not less than 0’95. The effi-
ciencyandpowerfactorofmotorsatvariousloads may
be obtained from the m.anufacturers.  The average
power factor may be obtained from the meters em-
ployed by the supply company when a rate including
surcharge for low power factor is in force.

B-1.1.2 If however, the two sets of waves are out of
step, only a part of the current flowing through the
lines can be usefully employed. There is, therefore,
a ratio between the true power doing useful work
and the apparent power of the supply system. This
ratio is called the power factor. In a circuit in which
both voltage and current are in step, the power factor is
100 percent or unity. For certain technical reasons,
such as the inductive effect of a motor or other appara-
tus, the current may lag behind the voltage. Then, as
stated above, only a part of the current becomes
available for doing useful work, and it is referred to as
the lagging power factor. For example, if only 75
percent current does useful work the true power is
75 percent of the apparent power, and in this instance
the-power factor is said to be 0’75. The remaining 25
percent of current in the circuit is termed wattless or
idle current. It does not do useful work, but tends to
heat up the cables. This current, which is virtually
wasted, has to be paid for. Many supply authorities,
therefore, either penalize the consumer for a bad
power factor, or give a rebate for a satisfactory power
factor which allows a better employment of their
distribution system.

B-3.2 The power factor is expressed by the ratio:

True Power- -
Apparent Power

B-3.2.1 True power is the reading given by a
wattmeter. Apparent power is the product of volts and
ampere (multiplied, in the case of a three-phase sys-
tem, by fi or 1’732). Most supply companies use a
three-phase integrating watthour meter for measuring
the true power and an integrating sine meter for meas-
uring the wattless component in which case the ratio:

Wattless kVA Hours
kW Hours

is equal to the tangent of the angle of lag and the
equivalent cosine may readily be found from mathe-
matical tables. The cosine of the angle thus found is the
power factor of the circuit.

B-2 CAUSE OF LOW POWER FACTOR

B-3.3 Table 1 shows the factor by which the load in
kW has to be multiplied to obtain the reactive capacity,
as given below, kvat to improve the existing power
factor to the proposed corrected one:

B-2.1 All induction motors take current at a power Reactive kVA = Load in kW x Factor

17
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Table 1 Factors for Obtaining Reactive Capacity from Load
(Clauses B-3.3, B-3.3.1 and B-3.3.2)

Existing
Power
Factor

/
0’80 0’85

Proposed Power Factor
-

090
.

095 unity

0’40 1’537 1’668 1’805 1959 2.288
0’41 1’474 1’605 1’742 1’896 2.225
0’42 1’413 1544 1’681 1’836 2’164
0’43 1’356 1’487 1’624 1’778 2’107
0’44 1’290 1’421 1’558 1712 2041

0’45 1’230 1360 1’501 1.659 1’988
0’46 1’179 1’309 1’446 1’600 1929
0’47 1.130 1’260 1’397 1’532 1’881
0’48 1076 1’206 1343 1’497 1’826
0’49 1030 1’160 1’297 1’453 1’782

0’50 0982 1’112 1’248 1.403 1’732
031 0936 1066 1202 1’357 1’686
052 0’894 l-024 1’160 1’315 1‘644
053 0.850 0980 1.116 1271 1’600
0’54 0’809 0939 1075 1.230 1’559

055 0769 0899 lQ35 1’190 1’519
0’56 0730 0860 0996 1’15  1 1’480
057 0’692 0’822 0958 1’113 1’442
0’58 0.655 0’785 0921 lQ76 1’405
oj9 0’618 0’748 0’884 lQ39 1368

060
0’61
062
0’63
0’64

0.65
0.66
067
0.68
0’69

0.70
071
072
073
0.74

0584
0’549
0’515
0’483
0’450

0’419
0388
0’358
0329
9’209

0’27@
0242
0’213
0186
0’159

0.132
0’105
0079
0053
0026

0’714 0’849 1005 1’334
0’679 0’815 0970 1’299
D645 0’781 0936 1’265
0’613 0’749 0904 1’233
0580 0716 0871 1200

0’549 0’685 0.840 1’169
0.518 0’654 0’809 1’138
0’488 0’624 0779 1‘108
0459 0’595 0750 1079
0’429 0.565 0’720 lQ49

0.75
076
0’77
078
079

0’400
0’372
0’343
0316
0289

0262
0235
0209
0’183
0’156

0’536 0.691 lQ20
0508 0’663 0992
0’479 0’634 0963
0’452 0’607 0936
0’425 0’580 0909

0398 0’553 0.882
0371 0326 @855
0345 0.500 0’829
0’319 0’474 0.803
0’292 0.447 0776

0.80
081
082
0’83
0’84

0130
0’104
0078
0052
OQ26

085
0’86
087
0.88
0’89

0266
0240
0214
0’188
0162

0’136
0’109
O-083
OQ54
0028

0’421 0’750
0’395 0724
0’369 0’698
0’343 0’672
0317 0’645

@291 0’620
0’264 0’593
0238 0.567
0’209 0’538
Ol83 0’512

090
091
092
093
094

095
096
097
098
099

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

Ol55 0’484
0’124 0453
0097 0’426
O-066 0’395
0034 0’363

- 0’329
- 0’292
- 0250
- 0’203
- 0143
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B - 4  POWERFACI0RCORRECDONDEVI~

B-4.1 Correction  Devices

B-3.3.1 The graph in Fig. 2 has been compiled for
ease of calculation and may be used in place of
Table 1.

1 .o

0.9

0.8

3 0.7
= 0.6

% 0.5

5 0.4

h 0.3

0.2

0.1

0

POWER FACTOR

FIG. 2 POWER FACPX IMPROVEMENT -
CA~ACRDR  OUTPUT

B-3.3.2 To use the graph, draw a line from the zero
axis to intersect the curve at the value of the cor-
rected power factor required and read off kvar per
kVA from the line to the circle at the original
power factor. As this is usually @95, that line has been
shown. For example, to correct a load of 100 kVA
from 0’7 to 0.95 lagging, take the vertical distance
from the line shown, at 0’7 power factor, to the circle,
which is 0’48 kvar approximately. Therefore, 48 kvar
will be required. This can be checked from Table 1,
thus 100 kVA at 0’7 power factor is 70 kW and the
reactive kVA required is, therefore, 70 x 0691 =
48’370.

3 - P H A S E ,  _

CAPACITORS

3 A Shows connections of capacitors to three-phase motor. The
capacitors are delta-connected, which is standard practice
on three-phase supply

32 A separate switch ‘CS is provided for the capacitor. This
refers to a case where the corrected power factor exceeds
0’95

There are two practical  methods of power
factor correction as given below:

a) By means of shunt capacitors, and

b) By means of synchronous motors or conden-
SOTS.

B-4.1.1 The method at B-4.1 (b) is mainly applicable
to large installations and is consequently beyond the
scope of this code. Attention is, therefore, confined to
the first method only.

B-4.2 Location

Best results are obtained by connecting the capacitor
as close as possible to the motor or other apparatus
which requires power factor correction. In practice,
however, this is not always possible. In cases where
one capacitor has to correct the power factor of
several motors, the capacitor should be connected
across the LTside  of the mains, and always on the load
side of the supply meter.

B-4.3 Correction

Group correction is often advisable, especially when
the total average load represents only a part of the
installed motor rating and is fairly constant. If, how-
ever, the existing power factor is as low as, says, 06 or
less, and the load not constant, skilled attendence  for
the switching operation may be required. In such cases
the human element may be eliminated by adopting
individual correction which is also recommended where
motors are being added to an existing installation.
However, each case has to be treated on its merits.

B-4.3.1 Details of connections are illustrated in Fig. 3
and 4.

CAPACITOR

38 The switch ‘S which controls the motor, simultaneously also
switches the capacitor ON or OFF

3D h’d<  separate capacitor switch is shown. Where isolator ‘IS
and ‘SS are in existence, the capacitor is connected to a
point between these switches

PIG. 3 hDlVlDUAL  CbVNlXTlONS
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4A The capacitor  ‘C is connected to the mains on the load side 48 Capacitors are located  close to each section of the total
of the meter ‘M. Where the capacity of the  cape&or  in kVA load. Their point of connection is on the load side of the
does not exceed the kVA of the corrected load,  the capaci- respective sub-circuit breakers ‘SW. The capacitor
tor switch ‘CS may not be required provided a leading switches ‘CS may be omitted in certain cases
power factor is immaterial

r- RELAV

4C lnthis isshownan arrangementofcapacitorsforfullyautomaticregulation.Asthe  powerfactorofthe loadvaries, several sections
of a capacitor bank can be switched on or off by a relay maintaining a predetermined power factor. A comparatively small capacitor
‘C may be permanently connected

FIG. 4 GROUP C~NNECTTONS

B-4.4 Where a capacitor is connected across the ter-
minals ofan induction motor, care should be taken that

tising current can be obtained from the manufacture

the current taken by the capacitor does not exceed the
but the following table gives capacities that, it is

motor magnetizing current as otherwise dangerous
recommended, should not be exceeded. If a greater
capacity is required, the excess should be connected

over-voltagesmaybesetupwhenthemotorisswitched
off due to the self excillation effect, values of magni-

at some other convenient point in the distribution
system.

Rating of Motor

kW

3’7

7’5

11

15

185

22

30

3 7

75

Capacitor Rating
kvar

I e
750 revfmin 1 000 rev/min 1 500 nev/min

\

- -
3’5 2’5 2’0

5’5 4’5 4’0

75 6’0 5’0

9’0 7’0 6’0

11’0 9’0 7’0

12’0 10’0 8’0

15’0 13’0 l1.0

18’0 16’0 ‘13’0

30’0 27’0 23’0
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ANNEX C
(Clause 7.0)

METHOD FOR INSTALLATION OF WIRING FOR
TWO OR MORE MOTORS

C-l CIRCUITS FOR MOTORS

C-1.0 General

suit particular requirements may be used, keeping in
view the degree of protection necessary. and tbe
economy that can be obtained.

Where wiring is to be installed for two or more motors,
any one of the circuits given under C-l.1 to C-l.3 to

C-l.1 Two alternative methods of wiring of two ore
more motors are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

3 - PHASE 415 VOLT FEEDER

(ICTP)  IRONCLAD TRIPPLE  POL E L INKED SWITCH OR SWITCH
FUSE (TO BE INSTALLED NEAR THE FUSE DISTRIBUTION BOARD)

3-POLE FUSE DISTRIBUTION BOARD(INOUSTRIAL  TYPE)
I NOTE-FUSES IN  THE FUSE D ISTRIBUTION BOARD MAV
I NOT BE USED, IF THE BRANCH CIRCUITS ARE OF

AMPLE CAPACITY AN0 ARE OTHERWISE PROTECTED.

ICTP L INKED SWlTCH  O R  S W I T C H  F U S E
(TO BE INSTALLED NEAR THE MOTOR)

MOTOR STARTER

MOTOR

NOTE - If means for isolation are provided within the motor starter no separate isolator switch will be necessary. ICTP near the starter is
necessary only if the fuse board is away from the motor.

FIG. 5 WIRING CIRCLJIT  FOR MOTORS CONNECTED FROM A FUSE

DISTRIBUIION  BOARD

3-PHASE 415  VOLT FEEDER

ICTP LINKED SWITCH OR SWITCH FUSELTO  BE INSTALL E D
NEAR THE OISTRIBUTION  OR SUB-DISTRIBUTION BOARD)

) D ISTRIBUTION OR SUB-DISTRIBUTION BOARD

ICTP  L INKED SWITCH WITH FUSE

ICTP  L INKED SWITCH OR SWITCH FUSE
(TO BE INSTALLED NEAR THE MOTOR)

MOTOR STARTER

MOTOR

NOTE  - If meam for isolation are provided within the motor starter no separate isolator will be necessary. ICTP  near the starter is necessary
only if the fuse board is away from the motor.

FIG. 6 WIRING CIRCUIT FOR MOTORS GXNECIED  FXOM  A DISTRIBLTITON  OR

SUB-DISTRIBWIION  BOARD PROVIDED WITH  A LWKED SWITCH  WITH  FUSE
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C-l.2 In the method shown in Fig. 5, a separate circuit C-l.3 A feeder comprising busbars enclosed in metal
is run to each motor from a fuse distribution board; the casing may be carried overhead around the building
use of fuses may be dispensed with, in case the branch with branch circuits tapped off the feeder. This would
circuits are of ample capacity, and are otherwise normally require an over-current protectivk  device for
protected. In the method shown in Fig. 6, a separate each branch circuit. From economic considerations
cicuit  is run to each motor from a distribution or sub-
distribution board instead of a fuse distribution board.

this method is generally used where there are a number
of motors in a bay or row (see Fig. 7).

The distribution and sub-distribution boards incorpo-
rate linked switches with fuse.

~-PHASE  L15 VOLT FEEDER
(BUS TRUNK TYPE)

r__-_-----_-_-_~

ICTP  L INKED SWITCH OR SWITCH FUSE
(TO BE INSTALLED NEAR THE MOTOR)

M O T O R  S T A RT E R

NOTE - If means for isolation are provided within the motor starter no separate isolator will be  necessary. ICTP near the starter is necessary
only if fhe  fuse board is away from the motor.

FIG. 7 WIRING CIRCUIT FOR MOTORS IN Row OR BAY

C-l.4 General arrangement of wiring for motors con- complyingwith the relevant Indian Electricity Rules is
formingto the recommendations givenin  thiscode and shown in Fig. 8.

El EJ

DOTTEO  LINES SHOW EARTH CONNECTION

A =Suppiy  company’s metering pens4

I3 =Iron-dad  main switch with overload releases or enclosed cut-outs

C =Powerpanel(see Fyl.5)

D =Tripk pole iron-dad switch near motor, also near power panel it this is some distance from main switch (shown dotted)

E =Motor  sterter  fitted with over-current end no-volt protectiw  devices

F =Motor

G =Denger notice  plate in accordance with IS 2551 : 1952

H =AllcsMesbbesteelarmouredorbunchedinametalconduit

J =Cerd with instructions for resuscitating persons suffering from elecbk shodc

K =Eatthed  metallic tubing protecting cables from sterter  to motor

FIG. 8 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF WIRING CIRCUIT  FOR M OTORS

IN AIXORDANCE  WITH THE CODE
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C-l.5 General arrangement of wiring for motors with remote control arrangement is shown in Fig. 9.

sm3-4  BoARy  ~/INCOMING  S UP PL Y

r--------~
,

SWITCH FUSE COMBINATION

CIRCUIT”iREAKER

I
I I

7
I

1 7 1

l- PUSHBUTTONS 1

*In case motor is away from the switchboard.

FIG.  9 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF WIRING MR MOTOR wm REMOTE  CONTROL  ARRANGEMENT
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ANNEX D
(Clause 11.5.1)

GENERAL NOTES ON SELECTION OF DRIVES

D-l GENERAL

D-l.1 There are several methods of transmitting
power from the motor shaft to the driven shaft, such as
direct coupling, gear drive, chain drive, flat belt drive,
vee-belt drive, cotton rope drive, etc. The type of drive
to be selected would depend on the application.

D-l.2 When calculating the sizes of components
needed in transmitting the power developed by an
electric motor, it is essential to consider not only the
full output rating of the motor as given on the name
plate but also any overload provision which may have
been made in the design of the motor, if it is intended
to take advantage of this.

preferable to ensure that the slack side of the belt is at
the top so that the natural sag of the belt increases the
arc of contact on the two pulleys. The centre distance
and minimum pulley size depend upon the thickness of
the belt. The following types of flat belting are nor-
mally available:

a) Hair belting,

b) Solid woven cotton belting,

c) Rubberized cotton ply belting,

d) Leather belting,

2) Nylon belting, and

f) Terylene  belting.

D-l.3 The following may be taken as a guide to the
limits of belt drives with standard motors:

Full Load Speed Maximum Output Rating
of Motor / A Y
revlmin Flat Belt Drive Vee-Belt Drive

kW kW

2 850 15 Not
recommended

1450 30 55
950 55 110
750 110 150

D-1.3.1 For output ratings larger than those men-
tioned under D-1.3, and extended shaft and outboard
bearing to support the pulley at both sides should
be used. This arrangement is also generally necessary
in cases where the ratio of driving pulley to driven
pulley exceeds 1:6 in the case of vee-belt drives.

D-2.2 All types of belting given under D-2.1 have
different power transmitting capacities and manufac-
turers’ figures should be strictly adhered to.

D-2.3 Whatever material (leather, balata,  hair or
cotton) is used for the belt, the following points should
be observed:

a)

b)

The ratio of the diameter of pulleys should not
exceed 6 to 1 unless a device like a jockey
pulley is used to increase the arc of contact;

The arc of contact also depends on the dis-
tance between the two pulleys and as a general
rule the distance between the centres of the
driving and driven pulley should be not less
than four times the diameter of the larger
pulley, unless some form of idle or jockey
pulley is employed;

c) The stipulated belt speed should not be cx-
ceeded;  and

4
D-2 FLAT BEET DRIVE

Vertical and right angle drives should be
avoided as far as possible.

D-2.1 Flat belt drive is a long centre drive with a D-2.4 The maximum powers transmitted by single
limited degree of slip. In the design of the drive, it is leather belts at various speeds are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Maximum Power Transmitted by Single Leather Belts at Various Speeds
(Clauses D-2.4 and D-2.4.1)

Velocity
m/mis

50 100

Width of Belt  (mm)

160 200
____-

250 315

60
90

120
150

185
215
245
275
305
460
610
765

915
1070
1’220
1’375

kW kW kW kW kW kW

0’45 090 1’34 1’79 2’24 2’69
0’67 1’34 2’01 2’69 396 4.03
091 1’82 2’73 3’64 4.59 5’48
1’13 2‘27 3’40 4’54 5’67 6’80

1’36 2’72 4’07 5’43 6.79 8’15
1’58 3’16 4’74 6’33 7.91 9.49
1‘81 3’61 5.42 7’22 9.03 10’83
2Q3 4‘06 6.09 8’12 10’15 12’17

2’25 4.5 1 6’76 9’01 11’26 1352
3’39 6’77 1016 13’55 16.93 20’32
452 9.04 13’56 l&O8 22.60 27’12
5’65 11’31 16.96 22’62 28’27 33’93

6’71 13’43 20’14 26’86 33’57 40‘28
7’31 1462 2193 20’24 3ts.55 43’86
7’59 15’19 2278 30’38 3 797 -15’57
7’56 15.13 22’69 30’26 37’82 45.39
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D-2.4.1 The figures given in Table 2 may be adjusted
as follows for different Mta:

a) Light double leather Increase by 50 percent

b) Heavy double leather Increase by 80 percent

c) Balata 3 ply Decrease by 16
2/3 percent

d) Balata 4 ply Inaease by 12 percent

e) Balats 5 ply Increase by 40 percent

f) Balata 6 ply Increase by 66
2/3 percent

D-2.4.2 Belts should be chosen to transmit 100 per-
cent above the normal power rating of the motor for
started direct-on-line and 25 percent above the normal
power rating for all other methods of starting.

D-2.5 Beltor Rope Drive

With a belt or rope drive, it should be checked that the
driving and driven pulleys are perfectly parallel and in
line by placing a straight-edge across the edges of the
pulleys. Where it is not possible to adopt this method
a line may be used but extra care should be exercised
and several checks taken to eliminate possible erms.
The checking of alignment should be carried out
before any grouting is done. Belt or rope drives should
be so arranged that the slack side of the belt or rope is
at the top.

D-2.5.1 All joints should be smooth and flexible and
all pulleys shall be well balanced. Belts should not be
tightened more than is necessary to prevent slipping
otherwise too great a strain would be put on the
bearings. Drives should be arranged as near to the
horizontal as possible. Vertical and right angle drives
should be avoided as far as possible.

D-3 CO’lTON ROPE DRIVE

D-3.1 Cotton rope dirve is a long centre drive with
less slip than with flat bolts but is not very much
in use. General considemtions are the same as
under D-2.3.

IS 900:1992

D-3.2 The maximum powers transmitted by cotton
ropes st various speeda am given in Table 3.

D-33 Diameter of Pulley

The minimum diameters of pulleys for different rope
diameters are given below:

Diameter of
rope (mm)

Diameter of
pulley (mm), Min

D-3.4 Centre Distance

19 22 32
38 44 :

250 250 355 500
800 1000 1600

If the centm distance is less than three times the
diameter of the larger pulley, increase the number of
ropes required by 20 percent, if lCSSthan twice the
diameter, increase the number by 40 percent.

D-4 VEEBELT DRIVE

D-4.1 Vee-belt drive is a short centre silent drive with
negligble slip, suitabk for motors from fractional up to
and including 450 kW in standard industrial sizes with
special types to accommodate higher output ratings.
Power tmnsmitting capacity of vee-belt drives de-
pends on the following

a) Vee-belt speed, and

b) Pitch circle diamete~ of the pulley used.

D-4.1.1 Wherever possible, it is recommended that
pulley with the maximum diameter for any given belt
size and the highest possible belt speed be used. The
working range of speeds of vee-belts is 150 to 1500
mhnin. Special application maybe catered for at lower
speeds by the used of steel cable vee-belts or link
belts. When designing vee-bch drives, it is essential to
ensure that the vee-belt is not subject to more than
5000 flexings per minute, that is, a belt passing over
two. pulleys and having an inside length of 50 cm
should not exceed 1250 rn/min in speed.

Table 3 Maximum Power Transmitted by Cotton Ropes

(ChJSe D-3.2)

Vetodty Diameterof Rope(mm)

mlmln
19 22 25 32 38 44 51

Powertransmittedin kW

305 1“87 261 3“36 S30 761 10’44 1358

460 276 403 5Q0 791 11”41 1S67 2022

610 3-80 522 679 1060 1529 2089 2723

765 463 627 821 1283 1s43 2S14 3282

915 S30 716 940 1477 21”19 2887 3?60

1070 5%2 798 lcr37 1626 2342 3193 4103

1220 627 %80 1104 1731 2492 3394 4431

1375 642 873 lt41 1790 2574 35Q6 45%0
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D-4.2 For drives employing vee-belts, it is consid-
ered sound practice to maintain a distance between
shaft centres greater than the diameter of the large
pulley and not more than the sum of the diameters of
both the driving and the driven pulleys in order to
obtain the maximum arc of contact on the small pulley.

D-4.3 For vee-belt drives, the drive should be such
that the arc of contact on the smaller vee-pulley
should be not less than 900 and not moe than 1300.  It
has been found that an arc of contact of 108O  gives the
greatest efficiency but the maximum speed ratio is
then 4.5 to 1.

D-4.4 Normal Sections

The following are the belt sections normally em-
ployed:

Power Transmitted Belt Section

Up to 3’7 kW A Section (13 mm x 8 mm)

3’7 to 93 kW BSection(l7mmxllmm)

93 to 37 kW CSection(22mmxl4mm)

37to 1lOkW DSection(32mmxl9mm)

D-4.5 Power transmitted at 600 mm/mm for the differ-
ent sections is approximately as follows:

Section Power Transmitted

kW

A 1’27

:
1’72
4’10

D 746

D-4.5.1 The values given under D-4.5 are subject to
correction for arc of contact, type of drive, etc. Differ-
ent manufacturers supply their own recommended
tables.

D-5 CHAIN DRIVE

D-5.1 Chain drive is a short centre drive having no
slip but particular care should be taken in aligning
machines. The initial tension required with a belt is
unnecessary with a chain and the bearing friction due
to it is, therefore, eliminated.

D-S.2 The maximum gear ratio available with chain
drive is 7:l.

D-S.3 The centre distance should be such that the
arc of contact between the chain and wheel is not less
than 1200  with at least 7 teeth in engagement.

D-5.3.1 The maximum centre distance is approxi-
mately given by the following formula:

a) For speeds from 450 to 900 metres per minute:

Maximum Centre
Distance (metre) =

W For speed below 90 metres per minute:

Maximum Centre
Distance (metre) =

005J pitch (mm) x teeth in wheel x teeth in
pinion
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ANNEX E
(Clause  12.3.7)

RECOMMENDED FORM OF REPORT TO CONSUMER

We beg to inform you that the installation at your premises has been completed as under:

Motor Rating

kW rev/min

Location Insulation
Resistance

M-ohm

Resistance of
Earth Circuit

1

Ohm

2

Ohm

Remarks

Signature of Contractor.. .........................
Contractor’s Licence No. .......................
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ANNEX F
(Clause 16.6)

RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

F-l DAILY MAINTENANCE

F-l.1 Examine visually earth connections and motor
leads.

F-l.2 Check motor windings for overheating (the
permissible maximumtemperature is above that which
can be comfortably felt by hand).

F-l.3 Examine control equipment.

F-l.4 In the case of oil ring lubricated motors:

a) Examine bearings to see that oil rings are
working;

b) Note temperature of bearings;

c) Add oil, if necessary; and

d) Check and play.
NOTE - In order to avoid opening up motors, a good indication
is to observe the shell temperature under normal working condi-
tions. Any increase not accounted for, for example by seasonal
increase in ambient temperature, should be suspected (see
Annex G, Sl No. xiii).

F-2 WEEKLY MAINTENANCE

F-2.1 Check belt tension. In cases where this is exces-
sive, it should immediately be reduced and in the case
of sleeve bearing machines the air gap between rotor
and stator  should be checked.

F-2.2 Blow out windings of protected type motors
situated in dusty locations.

F-2.3 Examine starting equipment for burnt contacts
where motor is started and stopped frequently.

F-2.4 Examine oil in the case of oil ring lubricated
bearings for contamination by dust, grit, etc (This can
be roughly judged from the colour  of the oil.)

F-3 MONTHLY MAINTENANCE

F-3.1 Overhaul Controllers

F-3.2 Inspect and clean oil circuit breakers.

F-3.3 Renew oil in high speed bearings in damp and
dusty locations.

F-3.4 Wipe brush holders and check bedding of brushes
of slip-ring motors.

F-4 HALF YEARLY MAINTENANCE

F-4.1 Clean windings of motors subjected to cor-

rosive or other elements; also bake and varnish, if
necessary.

F-4.2 In the case of slip-ring motors, check slip-rings
for grooving or unusual wear.

F-4.3 Check grease in ball and roller bearings and
make it up where necessary taking care to avoid
overfilling (see 16.23).

F-44 Drainall oil bearings, wash with petrol to which
a few drops of oil have been added; flush with lubricat-
ing oil and refill with clean oil.

F-5 ANNUAL MAINTENANCE

F-5.1 Check all high speed bearin@  and renew, if
necessary.

F-5.2 Blow out all motor winding thoroughly with
clean dry air. Make sure that the pressure is not so high
as to damage the insulation.

F-53 Clean and varnish dirty and oily windings.

F-S.4 Overhaul motors which have been subjected to
severe operating conditions.

F-55 Renew switch and fuse contacts, if damaged.

F-S.6 Check oil (see 16.3).

F-S.7 Renew oil in starters subjected to damp or
corrosive elements.

F-5.8 Check insulation resistance to earth and be-
tween phases of motor winding, control gear and
wiring.

F-S.9 Check resistance of earth connections.

F-5.10 Check air gaps.

F-5.11 Test the motor overload relays and breakers.

F-6 RECORDS

F-6.1 Maintain a register giving one or more pages for
each motor and record therein all important inspection
and maintenance works carried out from time to time.
These records should show past performance, normal
insulation level, air gap measurements, nature of re-
pairs and time between previous repairs and other
important information which would be of help for
good performance and maintenance.
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ANNEX G
(Clause 18.1)

MOTOR CHECK CHART

SI No.

(1)

Trouble

(2)

Cause

(3)

Remedy

(4)

9 Hot bearings
general

iii)  Iwbnrbgc,skcvc

Bent or sprung shaft Straighten or replace shaft
Excessive belt pull Decrease belt tension
Pulleys too far away Move pulley closer to bearing
Pulleys diameter too small Use larger pulley

Mis-alignment

oil@owhghbahgobstmed
*a

Wi-iQ?C -TkWCOftOOUgbt~gdCOfOUiSlikCljTtO
cawe&baliqptostizieBp.

iv) oukdug
ftumoverfIow
PMF

Iwmekatou

Toottmchcdthust

Dctcfhtinofgrrrscorlubriant
contamio8ted

Excawhlblicant

Heat from hot motor or extcmal
sotlIce

Overlorded bear@

Broken ball or nx~gb  races

Stream of overtlow,  plug not tight

Cracked or hoken overflow plug

Plug cover not tight

Fiunfsemirtojwqlcrkvc1ia-
phlgwitIlnttaaoratlwt

Raluathmstinduadbydrivenmachiw
orsIqq@extcmalmcan6tocafIythmst

Remove old glease,  wash bear@ thor-
oughlyinpctmltowlticltatkwd~ofoil
havebccnaddedandtqhccwithncw

Reduce quantity of gleasc (bearings
shlld be not mote than half filled)

Protect bear@  by teducing  motor tem-
pentale

Ck&rligmwQ*thnIstandendthmst

Replace bearings; first  clean the housing
thorcnlgldy

Remove, re-ccment  threads, replpct  and
tighten

Replace the plug

Fit cork gasket;  or if sctew tupc,  tighten
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SI No.

(1)

Trouble

(2)

cause

(3)

Remedy

(4

9 Motor dirty Ventilation blocked, end windings
filled with fine dust or lint (dust
may be cement, saw dust, rock
dust, grain dust, coal dust and the
like)

Rotor winding clogged

Bearing and brackets Dust and wash with cleaning solvent

vi) Motor wet Subject to dripping a) Wipe motor and dry by circulating hot
air through motor; and

Drenched condition due to rains

Submerged in flood water

vii) Motor stalls Wrong application

Overloaded motor

Low motor voltage

Open circuit

Incorrect control resistance of
wound rotor

Mechanical locking in bearings or
at air gap

viii) Motor connected but No supply voltage
does not start One phase open Voltage too low

Motor may be overloaded

Controlgear defective

Starting torque of load too high

Dismantle entire motor and cleanall  wind-
in and parts. Clean motor will run 100 to
38C cooler

4

b)

Clean and grind sliprings, and

Clean and treat windings with good
insulating varnish

b) Install drip or canopy type covers over
motor for protection

Cover the motor to retain heat and shift the
rotor position frequently

Dismantle and clean the parts

Bake windings in oven at 9W’C for 24
hours or until resistance to ground is
sufficient

Change type or size; and
Consult manufacturer

Reduce load

See that name plate voltage is maintained

Replace fuses, check overload relays, starter
and push button

a) Check,control  sequence
b) Replace broken resistors and
c) Repair open circuits

a) Examine sleeve hearings for seizure,
b) Dismantle and repair,
c) Check cause as in Sl No. (ii), and
d) Clean air gap if choked

Check voltage on each phase

Reduce load or try to start uncoupled from
load

a) Examine each step of the controlgear
for bad contacts or open circuit; and

b) Make sure that brushes are making
good contact with the rine

a) If of squirrel-cage type and with auto-
transformer starting, change to a higher
tap; and
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k-l

S1 No. Trouble Cause Remedy

(1) (2) (3) (4)

b) If of slip-ring type, lower the starting
resistance

Rotor defective

Poor stator coil connection

Mechanical locking in bearing or
at air gap

ix) Motor runs and then Power failure
dies down (see also
S1 No. vii)

Overload

x) Motor does not come Not applied properly
up to speed

Voltage too low at motorterminsls
because of line drop

If wound rotor, improper opera-
tion of secondary control resis-
tance

Starting load too high

Check that all brushes are riding on
rings

Broken rotor bars

Open primary circuit

xi) Motor takes too long Excess loading
to accelerate

Poor circuit

Defective squirrel-cage rotor

Applied voltage too low

xii) Wrong rotation Wrong sequence of phases

xiii) Moto?~ over heats Overload
while mnning under
load

Look for broken rings

Remove end shields locate with test lamp

a) Examine steeve bearing for seizure;
b) Dismantle and repaiq
c) Check cause as in S1 No. (ii} and
d) Clean air gap if choked

Check for loose connections to line, to
fuses and to controlgear

a) Examine overload trips and see that
they are set correctly to approximate
150 percent full load current; and

b) See that the dash-pots are filled with
correct quantity and grade of oil

Consult supplier for proper type

Use higher voltage tap on transformer ter-
minals or reduce load

Correct secondary control

Check the load motor is supposed to carry
at start

a)
b)

a)
b)

Check secondary connections;
Leave no leads poorly connected

Look for cracks near the rin~
New rotor may k required as repsirs
are usually ternpora~

Locate fault with testing device and repair

Reduce load. If motor is driving a heavy
load or is starting up a long line of shafting,
start more slowly; allow ample time for
acceleration

Check for high resistance

Replace with new rotor

Get power company to increase voltage
tap

Reverse connections of rnotorcmatswitch-
board

Reduce load

]) ~ximum tem~ramres of imulat~ windings are specified in Table 1 of ~ 325:1978.
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SI No.

(1)

Trouble

(2)

Cause

(3)

Remedy

(4)

xiv) Motor vibrates after
connections have
been made

xvj Unbalanced line cur-
rent on polvphase
motors during normal
operations

xvi) Scraping noise

Wrong blowers, or air shields may Good ventilatiortis  manifest when a con-
be clogged with dirt and prevent tinuous stream of air leaves the motor, if
proper ventilation of motor not, check with manufacturer

Motor may have one phase open Check to make sure that all leads are well
connected

Earthed coil

Unbalanced terminal voltage

Shorted stator coil

Faulty connection

High voltage
Low voltage

Rotor rubs stator  bore

Motor misaligned

Weak foundation

Coupling out of balance

Drive equipment unbalanced

Defective ball or roller bearings

Bearing not in line

Balancing weights shifted

Wound rotor coils replaced

Polyphase motor running single
phase

Excessive end play

Unequal terminal voltage

Single phase operation

Poor rotor contacts in control resis-
tance wound rotor

Brushes not in proper position in
wound rotor motor

Fan rubbing air/end shield

Fan striking insulation

Locate and repair

Check for faulty leads, connections and
transformels

Repair and then check watt-meter reading

Correct the connections

Check terminals of motor with voltmeter

If not poor machining, replace worn bear-
ing

Re-align

Strengthen base

Balance coupling

Rebalance driven equipment

Replace bearings

Line up properly

Rebalance rotor

Rebalance rotor

Check for open circuit

Adjust bearings or add washer

Check loads and connections

Check for open contacts

Check control devices

See that brushes are properly seated and
flexible shunts are in good condition

Remove interference

Clean fan
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SI No.

0)

Trouble

(2)

Cause

(3)

Remedy

(4)

Loose on bedplate

xvii) Magnetic nose’) Air gap not uniform

Loose bearings

Rotor unbalance

Tighten holding bolts

Check and correct bracket tits or bearing

Correct or renew-bearings

Rebalance

xviii) Motor sparking at Motor may be overloaded
slip-ring

Reduce the load

Brushes may -not be of correct
quality and may be sticking in the
holders

Use brushes of the grade recommended by
the motor manufacturer

BNS~  pressure may be too light or Adjust the brush pressure correctly (see
too much 16.2.5.3)

Slip-rings may be rough, dirty or
oily

Clean the slip-rings and maintain them
smooth, glossy and free from oil and dirt

Slip-rings may be ridged or out of Turn and grind the slip-rings in a lathe to a
truth smooth finish

‘) A certain amount of magnetic noise is inherent in some low speed design and should not cause alarm.
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The use of the Standard Mark is governed by the provisions of the Bureau of Indtan
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